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Economics Department      Fall Semester, 2014 

Carl Mosk        Economics 320 (10969) 

Midterm Examination, October 9, 2014 

I TRUE/FALSE SECTION (60 points):                 

Be sure to do this section on the NCS (Bubble Sheet) provided, filling in the circles with 

a pencil. There are 30 true/false questions. Each correct answer is worth 2 points for a 

total of 60 points possible. 

[1] TRUE or FALSE  Before China and India opened up to globalization their per capita 
incomes were lower than those of countries in the bottom billion          

[2] TRUE or FALSE  According to Collier most of people concerned with the 
Millennium Development Goals care about growth rates for the countries in the bottom 
billion       

[3] TRUE or FALSE  According to Collier emulating Cuba’s emphasis on egalitarianism 
would be good for the bottom billion   

[4] TRUE or FALSE  Vitamin A deficiency causes blindness in children 

[5] TRUE or FALSE  Pritchett and Summers argued that infant mortality declines cause 
income per capita to rise    

[6] TRUE or FALSE  High interest rates in India are not the reason debt bondage exists 
there        

[7] TRUE or FALSE  The rich invest more in skill acquisition than do the poor  

[8] TRUE or FALSE  Lucas argued that technological advance got to the point where it 
raised the rate of return to investment in skills and knowledge  

[9] TRUE or FALSE  According to Easterly the effect of incentives on growth is fully 
incorporated into the Solow framework   

[10] TRUE or FALSE  According to Easterly technological progress is likely to be faster 
when high-skilled people match with each other   

[11] TRUE or FALSE  According to Easterly leakage in knowledge and skills is one 
reason why increasing returns exist   

[12] TRUE or FALSE  Increasing returns means that returns to capital actually increase, 
rather than decline, as capital increases   
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[13] TRUE or FALSE  With leaks in knowledge, there are both private and social 
increasing returns to knowledge    

[14] TRUE or FALSE  If the level of knowledge in an country is low the incentives to 
invest in more knowledge is high   

[15] TRUE or FALSE Basing his reasoning on the existence of leaks, Easterly argues that 
laissez-faire policy is the best policy to pursue in developing countries  

[16] TRUE or FALSE  Economic nationalism shares some ideas with mercantilism  

[17] TRUE or FALSE  The arbitrage principle is one of the key ideas underlying 
Keynesian economics      

[18] TRUE or FALSE  For a consumer durable, price is determined just as it is with the 
price of a meal     

[19] TRUE or FALSE  Information asymmetry is an important factor in the used car 
market             

[20] TRUE or FALSE  Barriers to entry are not really a factor in shaping competitive 
“invisible hand” markets   

[21] TRUE or FALSE  In the tragedy of the commons there is a discrepancy between the 
pricing of natural resources in the long-run and in the short-run  

[22] TRUE or FALSE  “Neo-liberalism” as a specific set of principles is unconcerned with 
bureaucratic corruption    

[23] TRUE or FALSE  The Meiji Constitution was very clear about what power rested in 
the hands of the emperor   

[24] TRUE or FALSE  The rights of citizens were clearly laid out in the Meiji Constitution   

[25] TRUE or FALSE  The politicization of education was avoided by the Meiji oligarchs   

[26] TRUE or FALSE  According to Sachs the essence of the first Industrial Revolution 
was not the coal, but rather how to use the coal   

[27] TRUE or FALSE  The standard measures of domestic savings based on national 
income accounting understate the level of savings for the poor  

[28] TRUE or FALSE  Sachs is basically a believer in geographical determinism           

[29] TRUE or FALSE  According to Sachs the failure to build infrastructure is a good 
example of a governance failure   
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[30] TRUE or FALSE  Sachs approves of the IMF’s emphasis on a narrow range of issues 
hindering economic development   

 

II ESSAY (40 points possible) 

Please select one of the following two questions, answering it with a detailed essay answer in 

the examination booklet provided. 

II.A Purchasing Power Parity and the Great Divergence 

How is purchasing power parity calculated and why is it superior to the exchange rate in making 

comparisons between per capita income levels in different countries. Why is the international 

US dollar used in making comparisons? How did Maddison estimate per capita income back to 

the beginning of the Christian era (year 0 CE), and what do Maddison’s estimates suggest about 

the Great Divergence? Explain.      [40 points possible] 

II.B Mortality Decline and Education 

According to the analysis made by Preston comparing the relationship between life expectancy 

and per capita income in the 1930s with the relationship between life expectancy and per 

capita income in the 1960s what is the main factor behind the world-wide gain in life 

expectancy after World War II? Why is the gain in life expectancy important in explaining a 

global rise in the demand for education? Explain.    [40 points possible] 

 

END 

 

      

 


